
 
 

 

Software Developer / Full Stack Developer (m/f/d)  

 Wetzlar/Huettenberg  Full-time (35 h) / Part-time  Starting now 

 

Are you passionate about software development and seeking a new professional challenge 

in an appreciative and fair working environment? 

Then join our team as a Software Developer / Full Stack Developer. 

Your responsibilities  

◼ Developing complex application systems based on the .NET 6 and Kubernetes modern web 

technologies  

◼ Designing and developing database models for object-oriented systems 

◼ Deploying, commissioning and providing support for the software 

◼ Developing and optimising technologies and methods used in software development 

◼ Collaboration in a motivated team of developers using agile methods 

Your profile 

◼ Graduate in computer science or a comparable field of study 

◼ Confident in developing software with an object-oriented programming language 

◼ Experienced in using software design patterns 

◼ Preferably development experience with C#, ASP.NET Core, Entity Framework Core,  

Angular and CSS3 

◼ Knowledge of a relational database (ideally Microsoft SQL Server) 

◼ Independent working style and analytical skills 

We look forward to receiving your complete application documents, including your earliest possible 

starting date and salary expectations by email to: personal@mbi.de. We assure you that we will treat 

your application in confidence. 

Contact 

mbi GmbH 

Head of Human Resources  

Benjamin Löw 

Konrad-Adenauer-Promenade 17 

35578 Wetzlar 

Tel.: +49 6441 7809-35  

mailto:personal@mbi.de


mbi GmbH  

 +49 6441 7809-0  Weidenhaeuser Str. 27  Konrad-Adenauer-Promenade 17 

 www.mbi.de  35625 Huettenberg  35578 Wetzlar 

We offer 

We offer you the opportunity to work in a motivated and committed team where ethical values play a 

vital role. You’ll work in an international environment with the option of flexible working hours and a 

good work-(family) life balance. 

 

 

 

Culture of respect Professional development 

opportunities 

Company sports 

BusinessBike,  

Electric car leasing 

Flexible working time 

arrangements 

The latest workstation 

equipment 

Extensive fringe benefits Attractive employee events Home office possible 


